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Achieving
higher board
effectiveness
A board will not raise its game unless it
commits to a regular and systematic
review of its people and processes
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Achieving higher board
effectiveness goes well beyond
adhering to rules, regulations,
legal and ethical compliance.
While there are many experts
who address the regulatory
requirements, an aspect that
requires the utmost attention, and
is often underestimated and even
ignored, is the human element.
That is the basic and subtle dynamics and
the complexities inherent in having individuals
with diverse experience, different views and
perspective, and varied cultural and personal
backgrounds gathering a few times a year to
serve an entity to which they are not privy on
a day-to-day basis. It’s further complicated by
the fact that these individuals often don’t know
each other outside of their board service.
How can a board maintain its independence,
make critical decisions, provide valuable and
timely insights to management and be effective
as a group of individuals if they have minimal
access to the ins and outs of an organisation?
How can they truly assess the leadership
potential of the CEO, the board and
management and effectively minimise
vulnerabilities and risk when they’re outsiders?
There are initiatives that a board should
commit to that can heighten the potential
of every director within the context of their
roles and responsibilities, allowing them
collectively to achieve higher effectiveness. It
is fundamentally critical to the board’s ability
to stay current, effective and focussed in
enhancing long-term shareholder value.
These initiatives include: board meeting
follow-ups with the chair and the CEO;
on-boarding and integration of new directors;
educational sessions; strategic planning
sessions; and CEO, board and management
leadership effectiveness assessments.

Board meeting follow-ups
with the chair and CEO

LONG-TERM VALUE
Boards should take
nothing for granted
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Whenever directors come together to meet to
fulfill their roles and responsibilities, the chair
and the CEO can’t assume that the directors
have felt that they’ve made their optimal
contributions; that they didn’t feel intimidated
or even shy to share their insights. That they felt
at ease with the dynamics of the meeting, were
satisfied with the results of the board meeting
and were comfortable with the way the chair
led the meeting and the CEO interacted as
an executive director. It is important for a
chair and for the CEO to take the initiative
of reaching out to all directors immediately
after the meeting to do a simple check-in.
This provides an opportunity to gain input
about the meeting’s outcomes as well as
following up with each director on a
one-on-one basis to seek their views about the
meeting. It’s an opportunity to constructively
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share their expectations about the director for
that meeting and his/her level of preparedness
for that meeting and any committee duties,
rather than not addressing it or postponing it
to an annual board effectiveness assessment.
The individual directors’ effectiveness (including
the CEO) as well as the chair’s, are too
important not to be handled after each meeting.
These check-ins are significant to ensure that
the possible ‘elephants in the boardroom’ are
promptly addressed. They also enable each
director and the chair, and each director and
the CEO to get to know each other better.
In any relationship, it is important to have
the ability to readily share what works, what is
missing and what could have been done better.
It takes time and, from my experiences with
boards, it makes a great difference when every
director is prepared to allocate time between
meetings to evaluate the prior meeting before
attending the next one. These frank exchanges
benefit the chair in preparing the agenda for
the next meeting and in leading the board
meeting itself. Furthermore, it is also the
chair’s responsibility to poll each director, in
person or over the phone, to get a pulse about
his/her ability to stay abreast of the strategy.

integration event can last 30 minutes to
an hour and is planned and professionally
facilitated, thus ensuring that the board
doesn’t create a climate of ‘us and them’ as
the board augments and/or is refreshed.
Proper on-boarding and integration enables
new directors to quickly get to know the rest
of the board and enables all board directors
to further connect, respect and trust each
other. While a brief session, it is very powerful
to welcoming an incoming director and
to further integrating all existing directors
within the board.

Educational sessions

Our business ecosystem is becoming
more complex and is being intermittently
disrupted. A board can’t afford not to be
current on the trends that can affect their
organisation, even if, at a glance, the trend
might not appear to have any potential impact
on their strategic roadmap. It is important
for a CEO with his/her chair to be on top of
trends and to identify specific topics that
need to be addressed internally at a high
level to keep the board informed as a group
– but not necessarily within the scheduled
meeting, due to time constraints.
I have written in the past about ‘the four
pillars’ that make a great relationship between
a chair and a CEO. One of the pillars is
communication. It is crucial for the chair and
CEO to take the time to speak in person, or at
On-boarding
least on the phone, or remotely
and integration
via video-conferencing tools
How can a board to check in about their
It is tempting to let a director
join a board and attend his/her
relationship, their effectiveness
maintain its
first meeting without proper
in their respective roles and
independence,
on-boarding. A board can’t
to ensure that together they
make critical
afford for a new director to join
address how to keep the board
for his/her first board meeting
current about market and
decisions,
without a formal on-boarding
industry dynamics. Topics
provide valuable can include how the digital
process. A director is a human
being who is being asked to
economy is impacting
and timely
participate, not to simply fill in
the organisation; the
insights to
a seat. A formal on-boarding
cybersecurity evolution and
can include a meeting with the
its associated threats; new
management
chair and the CEO shortly after
considerations for
and be effective strategic
the director has been voted in
the organisation, vis-à-vis
as a group of
by the board to formally
corporate social responsibility;
welcome him/her, confirm
shifting the organisation’s
individuals
their expectations and his/her
focus from shareholders to
having minimal
expectations in having joined
stakeholders; making an
the board; bring the director
access to the ins organisational commitment
up to date with any crisis,
to sustainability, etc.
and outs of an
strategic priorities and
There is a plethora of topics
networking opportunities
that a board must address
organisation?
where he/she could specifically
and can’t realistically address
provide insights; and to update
within their formal meetings.
the director about board governance processes
This creates an opportunity for the board to
the directors need to understand.
further align on strategic priorities, to further
It is good business, tactful and sensible to
ascertain how vulnerable the composition of
acknowledge the need to create a proper
its board may or may not be and whether the
introduction of the board and the organisation
board composition needs to be refreshed or
for all new directors as well as introducing and
augmented. Industry and expert speakers
integrating the incoming directors within the
can be invited to present and conduct small
board. An effective on-boarding and
roundtables at these educational sessions.
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Strategic planning sessions

Since the National Association of Corporate
Directors (NACD) in the United States stipulates
that boards have the responsibility to engage
in the development and amendment of strategy,
it is imperative for boards to participate in an
annual strategic planning session – in addition
to each director staying current about the
industry trends. Not only are strategic planning
sessions important to aligning the board on
strategy, but they also contribute to evaluating
human behaviour dynamics and assessing the
entire leadership potential of the board.
Directors must be and stay fully informed
about the organisation they serve. In particular,
when directors are independent, they must
have knowledge of the industry and about the
business they commit to serve, given that they
are not connected to the business, meeting
only four-to-six times a year. Better aligned
boards can be more effective in assessing
the accuracy, completeness, relevance and
validity of information presented to them.

A board has an opportunity to really see
in action the effectiveness of their CEO when
participating in the annual strategic planning
session. Likewise, a CEO gets the same
opportunity to experience first-hand the
agility of its board during such sessions.
The adoption of strategic planning sessions
enables the CEO to share with the board more
openly and for directors to share more openly
among themselves, with the CEO and with
management. I have often seen as a result of
these sessions healthier effectiveness within
the entire Pivotal Leadership TrioTM (Board,
CEO and Executive Team).

CEO, board and
management leadership
effectiveness assessment

The effectiveness of a board is highly dependent
on having the right leader for the organisation
during major and critical strategic inflection
points of the organisation, having the right
leader of the board with the optimal board

JOINT EFFORT
Directors need to work
collectively as a board

The chair (and CEO) should commit
to an annual strategic planning session.
This initiative ensures that:
■ Board effectiveness is not affected by
information asymmetry that would impede
its ability to adequately provide guidance,
make decisions and constructively
challenge the executive team. The board
must be continually informed about
industry dynamics, the competitive
landscape, the organisation’s business
model, its value proposition and its strategic
milestones. It is unrealistic that a board can
approve financial projections, detect overly
ambitious production targets and ascertain
budgets and profitability objectives without
a clear understanding of strategy and key
strategic performance indicators
■ The board is exposed to organisational
dynamics and to the dynamics of the
CEO with selected or most key executive
members, which will assist with its
identifying warning flags about the
company’s strategic priorities and help
reconsider performance indicators as needed
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composition, and the right leadership in all
functional areas of the organisation.
A board needs to know when the CEO can’t
step up to leadership and organisational
challenges, as well as when any board director
or member of the management team can’t
fulfil their role.

CEO leadership
effectiveness assessment

For the board to adequately fulfil its duty
of addressing CEO succession, it has a
responsibility to evaluate the CEO’s leadership
effectiveness. A board can’t assume that the
CEO has the skill set, experience and leadership
maturity to lead the organisation through
different stages of growth, crisis and changes.
This initiative should be conducted by an
objective third party. The process
should include:
■ A custom and comprehensive inquiry,
specifically created to evaluate the CEO
of the organisation that the board serves
■ A custom inquiry to address the CEO’s role
as an executive director on the board

■ In-person meetings conducted between
the CEO and a third-party professional,
and between each direct report to the
CEO and the third-party professional
and each director of the board and the
third-party professional
■ Presentation of the CEO’s leadership
effectiveness results to the CEO and
the chair before being presented to the
board as a group

Board and management
leadership effectiveness
assessments

The evaluation of the directors and the
management team also needs to be conducted
annually to appropriately support overall
succession planning. These should ideally be
conducted at the same time as the CEO’s to
maximise everyone’s time. For the board
assessments, the process should include:
■ A custom and comprehensive inquiry,
specifically created to evaluate the
board thoroughly
■ In-person meetings between directors
and the third-party professional
■ Custom inquiries to capture the
insights of the CFO, the CHRO and
the general counsel
■ In-person individual meetings between
the CFO, the CHRO, the general counsel
and the third-party professional
■ Presentation of the board leadership
assessment results to the chair and
the governance chair before they’re
presented to the board as a group
A similar process needs to be adopted for
the management team.
It is good practice for the board assessment
inquiry to include a director self-assessment,
a peer review and an examination of the
governance practices.
Leadership effectiveness assessments are
natural processes and need to be positioned as
such and should not be threatening.
Achieving higher board effectiveness has
to be intentional by all directors, individually
and collectively as a board, beyond check
lists and formal systematic processes.
Without a conscious intention, a board
will not raise the bar of its effectiveness to
the level where it can and should operate.
While maintaining independence, the board
has to be cognisant of the importance of
not assuming anything at any time, not
overlooking the need to coalesce on priorities,
calibrating and stepping back afresh
each time it works together, being in
alignment on strategic priorities and
refreshing leadership as needed.
Directors can’t afford to underestimate
the cultural and values tone they are
establishing with their CEO. The board has
to pause and ask itself every time it gathers
if it is as effective as it should be.

